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ESSENTIAL Robot Products is a distribution partner and manufacturing representative for leading edge
robotic, safety and automation technology companies. We leverage decades of experience from these
state of the art organizations to deliver dependable, time proven solutions for industrial robotics, safety
and automation. We are committed to forging strong partnerships through providing outstanding products,
solutions and paramount customer service. We are confident that we will be able to expertly satisfy your
unique project objectives in addition to saving you valuable time and resources.

ESSENTIAL Robot Products is the sole representative
in North America for Robot System Products, AB (RSP).
RSP is the global leader in producing and developing robotic peripheral
equipment for all of the notable robotic brands. RSP has a long standing
tradition of producing top quality tool changers, swivels (rotary unions),
swivel tool changers, tool systems, valve units, hose packages, de-burr
packages and more.

Grip GmbH Handhabungstechnik offers planning,
design, production, testing and distribution of
products in the field of handling technology with expertise in the areas
of gripper technology and robot periphery.

Soft-Gripping Produces flexible gripping solutions
for high-speed Food Automation to pick a wide range
of food items in the Bakery, Protein and Produce processing segments. FDA
and IP69K compliant, our grippers are ready to solve the robotic automation
challenges of enabling food processors to pick the hardest picking problems
in the food automation industry.

Flexfactory ag is a leading developer, manufacturer and
supplier of flexible, programmable feeding systems
for bulk material. The highly skilled and committed team at flexfactory aims
to revolutionize feeding technology and supply cost-effective solutions. The
unique technology offered by flexfactory brings a whole new dimension to
automatic production systems.

Initiate your 4.0 Industrial Revolution with ESSENTIAL Robot Products’
robotic, safety, collaborative robot (Cobot) and automation solutions.

Founded in 1963, OMiL has become a benchmark name
for automation and robotic components. OMiL’s wide range
of products support the machine tool, assembly machine, transfer machine,
as well as mechanic and electromechanical industries. OMiL has an extensive
offering of long-stroke, small, specialty gripping systems in addition to
clamping and indexing solutions. Select from hydraulic or pneumatic
options to suit your specialized needs.

Advanced Machine Guarding Solutions believes keeping your
people and your equipment safe should be simple. Whether
you are a custom machine builder with years of guarding
experience or an end-user guarding your own manufacturing
equipment, we want to help you configure the right safety guarding solutions
for your application. With over 35 years experience in Automation, Robotics
and Safety Guarding Solutions, Advanced Machine Guarding Solutions is
your knowledgeable, reliable and local safety guarding partner.

Macron Dynamics is a manufacturer
of linear and mechanical motion
components and systems. Macron Dynamics provides automation solutions
for applications found throughout the US and around the world. Macron
products are built with the highest quality materials, assembled in the
USA and engineered to withstand the abuses of rigorous daily use.

Glide-Line offers the most versatile multi-strand
panel or pallet handling solution available for the assembly automation
industry. The advanced configuration tools will enhance your design
experience allowing you to configure the Glide-Line product exactly
as you need. Our digital manufacturing process allows for your specific
configuration to be built quickly and efficiently, allowing you to meet
your project’s tight deadlines.

For more than 60 years, JOULIN, a family-owned business,
has been constantly innovating in vacuum handling.Whether
you are picking a complete layer, partial layer or single part,
the JOULIN foam gripper automatically senses and closes the check valves
in areas without product, allowing the same gripper to be used with no
additional set up or re-programming. From grippers to complete turn-key
vacuum handling systems, Joulin is flexible and offers a quick response to
supply the best solution for you.
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OnRobot A/S was established in June 2018 as result
of the merge of three innovative End-of-Arm Tooling
companies focused on collaborative robot products; Perception Robotics,
OptoForce, and On Robot.
OnRobot provides innovative Plug & Produce End-of-Arm Tooling that helps
manufacturers take full advantage of the benefits of collaborative robots:
ease of use, cost-effectiveness and safe use alongside human workers.

Safety System Products, GmbH is renowned in the
global market for innovative safety technology.
Founded in 2013 by Johann Aulila, who previously built-up Jokab Safety
International. More than 1,000 customers place their trust in the certified
safety solutions from SSP. Safety System Product’s latest SAFETY
SIMPLIFIER™ products utilize wireless safety techniques for plug & play
safety solutions.

Global Robot Parts (GRP) is an international company
which specializes in supplying maintenance components
for ABB Industrial Robots. Global Robot Parts has the largest stock of ABB
spare parts in Northern Europe. Along with their state-of-the-art efficient
workshops and professionally trained staff; Global Robot Parts offers and
supplies spare parts and cables customized to suit your specific needs.

For over 40 years, REIKU has been recognized as a worldwide
leader in hi-tech cable protection systems. The costs of production
downtime and the eventual replacement of failed cables and hoses can be
dramatically reduced or eliminated with REIKU robotic cable management
system solutions. REIKU works closely with all of the premiere manufacturers
to develop first-rate customer oriented system solutions.
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